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Green Economy Law Professional Corporation is a boutique Toronto-based corporate, 

commercial, and environmental law firm specializing in working with green businesses and non-

profits. The firm also works with health and psychedelic sector clients, as well as parties seeking 

services pertaining to housing. 

 

For more information, please visit our firm website at www.greeneconomylaw.com or contact the 

firm at info@greeneconomylaw.com.  

 

To keep apprised of the firm’s activities and receive future reports like this one, sign up for our 

monthly newsletter at https://www.greeneconomylaw.com/monthly-newsletter. 

 

Authors: Stephanie Tran and Marc Z. Goldgrub  

 

Disclaimer: This guide does not and should not be understood to constitute legal, financial, 

investment, or any other kind of professional advice. Nor should anything herein be understood as 

a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell any security.  
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Introduction 

Carbon pricing is a market mechanism that places an explicit cost on carbon and other greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions.1  

 

By pricing what would otherwise be an unaccounted for negative externality,2 affected parties are 

incentivized to reduce pollution by adopting low-emission practices and products, particularly 

clean energy technologies (“cleantech”).3 Cleantech and other green economy solution providers 

benefit from increased demand and products sales, providing them greater capital with which to 

scale operations and decrease per-unit production costs in a positively-reinforcing cycle. 

 

Because carbon pricing is a market-based policy answer to the quandary of how governments can 

efficiently incentivize GHG emission reduction, it’s garnered broad support from some of the 

world’s most celebrated economists.4  

 

Carbon pricing typically takes one of two systemic forms: cap and trade or carbon taxation.  

 

Cap and Trade 
Cap and trade system administrators limit the amount of GHG emissions covered parties can emit 

during a set period (e.g., annually). Parties who exceed their emission limit (cap) can either (a) pay 

for those emissions at the applicable pricing rate; or (b) purchase credits from parties emitting 

below their cap. 5  Where purchasing available credits is more cost-efficient than paying for 

emissions at the applicable rate, parties are incentivized to purchase credits, which reward sellers 

for decreasing their respective emissions.   

 

For example, if Company A has an annual emissions cap of one (1) tonne of carbon, and it emitted 

1.1 tonnes in the last year, the company will have to either pay for that 0.1 tonne overage at the 

applicable rate or purchase a credit equivalent to 0.1 tonne of carbon from Company B. Company 

B, which also has an annual one (1) tonne cap, but which only emitted 0.9 tonnes, has earned the 

right to sell its allowance spread as a credit. 
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Cap and trade system benefits include their flexibility and ability to financially reward parties that 

lower their emissions. However, the principal drawback of cap and trade is that administration and 

compliance requirements are relatively complicated, potentially leaving room for fraud and 

creative accounting. Another drawback is that operating carbon credit auctions and monitoring 

compliance can entail significant administrative costs. 

 

Carbon Taxation 
A carbon tax (or fee) is a levy applied to transactions involving fossil fuels (e.g., gasoline, natural 

gas) based on applicable fuels’ GHG emission content. 

 

Carbon taxation is typically favoured for being straightforward and easy to understand, with 

relatively minor administrative requirements and little room for shenanigans. The primary 

complaint, however, regarding carbon taxation is that it imposes additional costs without apparent 

near-term benefits for even the most climate-friendly parties unless a program features a dividend 

or rebate component.6 

 

It is important to note that the term “carbon tax” can be misleading. For example, because the 

Canadian federal backstop fuel charge does not raise federal government revenue, but rather, 

distributes proceeds back to residents of affected provinces through Climate Action Incentive 

(CAI) rebates, courts have repeatedly stated that it is not a tax but a “regulatory charge”. 7 

Nonetheless, such systems typically function like a tax.   

 

Carbon Pricing in Canada 
More than a decade before national carbon pricing, Canada’s provinces began pricing their 

emissions by various means. 

 

• 2007: Alberta implemented its Specified Gas Emitters Regulation (SGER) to regulate 

industrial emissions,8 and Quebec adopted an energy sector carbon tax.9 
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• 2008: British Columbia adopted North America’s first economy-wide carbon tax.10 

 

• 2013: Quebec adopted a provincial cap and trade program. It was later linked with 

California’s equivalent program.11 

 

• 2018: Ontario implemented its cap and trade program, which was linked with the Quebec 

and California programs. Before the year’s end though, Doug Ford’s Progressive 

Conservative party won a majority government and the program was unceremoniously 

scrapped.12 

 

Following the Liberal Party of Canada’s 2015 electoral victory, the federal government worked 

with Canada’s provincial and territorial governments to develop the Pan-Canadian Framework on 

Clean Energy and Climate Change in 2016.13 The framework established a working plan for 

Canada’s various governments to collaboratively reduce GHG emissions in accordance with our 

newly-established Paris Agreement commitment.14  

 

Delivering on a core goal of the Pan-Canadian Framework, Canada’s legislature passed the 

federal Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (GGPPA) in 2018.15 

 

The Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act 
The GGPPA established carbon pricing standards for Canadian provinces and territories, including 

a rising baseline price per tonne of carbon (currently $50.00 per tonne).16 Should jurisdictions fail 

or refuse to implement their own compliant carbon pricing system, they will be subject to a federal 

backstop system consisting of two component programs: the fuel charge and the Output-Based 

Pricing System (“OBPS”).  

 

The fuel charge is a carbon tax-style levy on 21 enumerated fossil fuels.17 It is generally paid by 

fuel producers and distributors.18 In provinces subject to the fuel charge, the federal government 

collects and later redistributes revenues proportionately to provinces of origin.  
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The majority (“approximately 90%”) of redistributed funds take the form of CAI rebates paid on 

a per-household basis.19 Since 2019, CAI rebates have been paid annually in connection with 

household income tax filings.20 Later this year, CAI rebate payments will be made quarterly.21 

 

The OBPS is a cap and trade program that applies to industrial facilities in select sectors emitting 

50,000 tonnes or more of carbon per year, though qualifying facilities emitting 10,000 tonnes or 

more can opt into the program voluntarily. 22  OBPS revenues are collected by the federal 

government and redistributed proportionately to provinces of origin through the Output-Based 

Pricing System Proceeds Fund, either via direct transfer for jurisdictions that voluntarily opt into 

the OBPS, or through the fund’s two program streams: the Decarbonization Incentive Program 

and the Future Electricity Fund.23 

 

Because OBPS-covered facilities only pay for their above-the-cap emissions, and are exempt from 

the fuel charge’s application, it is more emitter-friendly. The reason OBPS-covered facilities 

receive this advantageous treatment is to ensure that - absent a carbon border adjustment - they are 

not placed at a significant disadvantage as compared with international competitors in their 

respective industries not subject to comparable regulation.24  

 

Carbon Pricing by Province 
Because the GGPPA allows each province and territory to establish its own carbon pricing 

program to best fit the unique circumstances of its respective economy, carbon pricing across 

Canada is a legal patchwork. This poses challenges for businesses forced to comply with and plan 

for an array of different systems. However, structuring the law in this fashion was crucial to 

ensuring its constitutionality in the context of Canadian federalism (as discussed later in this 

report).  

 

For simplicity, we can group Canadian jurisdictions into several distinct categories of carbon 

pricing systems. 

 

• Backstop Jurisdictions subject to the full federal backstop: 
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o Manitoba 

o Nunavut 

o The Yukon 

 

• Hybrid Jurisdictions partially subject to the federal backstop: 

o Alberta (federal fuel charge, provincial industrial program) 

o Ontario (federal fuel charge, provincial industrial program) 

o Prince Edward Island (provincial fuel charge, federal OBPS) 

o Saskatchewan (federal fuel charge, federal OBPS for select industrial sectors, 

provincial industrial program for most industrial sectors) 

 

• Cap and Trade Jurisdictions with an economy-wide cap and trade program: 

o Nova Scotia 

o Quebec 

 

• Carbon Tax Jurisdictions with an economy-wide carbon taxation system: 25 

o British Columbia 

o Northwest Territories 

 

• Mirror Jurisdictions with a fuel charge carbon taxation system as well as an industrial 

cap and trade system, which together mirror the federal backstop program: 

o New Brunswick 

o Newfoundland and Labrador 

 

Supreme Court of Canada Ruling 

The respective jurisdictional powers of Canada’s federal and provincial governments are 

enumerated in sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1982.26 The law limits each level of 

government’s sphere of influence, giving provinces greater control over localized matters and the 

federal government general authority over more national concerns. In cases where one level of 
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government unreasonably intrudes into the jurisdictional territory of another, courts can declare 

such action or legislation illegal for violating Canada’s constitutional division of powers.27 

 

In response to the GGPPA, conservative provincial governments in Alberta, Ontario, and 

Saskatchewan separately filed lawsuits asking the courts to strike down the law as an 

unconstitutional expansion of federal powers. In their respective decisions, the Ontario and 

Saskatchewan Courts of Appeal ultimately regarded the GGPPA as a valid exercise of federal 

power under Canada’s constitution,28 whereas Alberta’s Court of Appeal concluded it was not.29 

 

In March 2021, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld the GGPPA’s constitutionality.30 In the 

court’s majority decision, it regarded climate change as an issue of sufficiently pressing “national 

concern” to justify a degree of federal intrusion into the domain of provincial authority, with such 

federal power rooted in s. 91’s “Peace, Order, and good Government” clause.31  

 

Carbon Offsets 
A carbon offset is a form of credit representing greenhouse gas (GHG) emission avoidance, 

reduction, or sequestration (i.e., removal from the atmosphere).32 Offsets can be bought and sold 

by individuals, corporations, or governments with the goal of offsetting emissions released into the 

atmosphere elsewhere.  

 

Alberta, British Columbia, and Quebec are the only provinces currently boasting regulated offset 

programs operating in tandem with local carbon pricing systems. These offset programs function 

by allowing the sale certified credits for qualifying activities that sequester or reduce emissions 

against a baseline. For instance, the Alberta Emission Offset System allows the province to issue 

carbon offset credits to companies that participate in projects such as aerobic composting, carbon 

capture and storage, and low residual feed intake for cattle.33 

 

The proposed Federal Greenhouse Gas Offset System Regulations (Canada) will govern offset 

credits used by OBPS participants. Credits may be generated by projects falling under an approved 

protocol that remove or reduce real, additional, verified, and quantifiable emissions.34 Approved 
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protocols currently include advanced refrigeration systems, landfill methane management, 

improved forest management, and enhanced soil organic carbon (regenerative agriculture).35  

 

(For more information about carbon offsets, please see our report Carbon Offsets: A Practical 

Guide for Canadian Businesses at https://www.greeneconomylaw.com/carbon-offsets.) 

 

When Conservatives Win 
 
Conservative Party of Canada leaders have consistently vowed to repeal and replace the GGPPA 

if elected to national office, claiming the Liberals’ regime increases consumer costs and harms 

Canada’s economy. 36  Nonetheless, most Conservative Party proposals would actually only 

eliminate the GGPPA’s fuel charge component while maintaining some version of the federal 

industrial carbon pricing regime.37  

 

Of the Conservative Party’s current leadership candidates, Jean Charest likewise proposes axing 

the fuel charge but keeping an industrial pricing system, Pierre Poilievre vociferously opposes any 

price on carbon, and Patrick Brown says he would consult party membership before proposing any 

particular policy.38 

 

If a Conservative government repeals the GGPPA, then absent the introduction of a comparable 

law, the backstop program will cease to exist where in effect. Where applicable, provinces and 

territories will retain their own carbon pricing systems. Without a national minimum price on 

carbon though, jurisdictions may lower their applicable carbon price or simply choose not to raise 

it, creating chaos for businesses whose forecasts relied on a predictable rising national carbon price. 

 

A minority Conservative government that controls the executive but lacks a majority in Parliament, 

however, would likely lack the votes to repeal the GGPPA. But it could effectively ruin the entire 

federal regime by refusing to enforce compliance against recalcitrant provinces and territories, or 

changing regulations under the legislation to render the system functionally useless.   
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Carbon Pricing-Related Services 
Is your business or organization looking for help working with or understanding carbon markets 

and pricing? Green Economy Law Professional Corporation can help ensure all your legal bases 

are covered. For more information regarding legal services, please contact the firm at 647-

725-4308 or via email at info@greeneconomylaw.com.   

 

For those interested in learning more about the subject matter, the firm also offers a CPD-eligible 

online course, Understanding Canadian Carbon Pricing. The course will be made accessible for 

free upon request to all Green Economy Law clients and persons ages 22 and under.  

 

For more information regarding courses offered by the firm, please visit 

https://www.greeneconomylaw.com/webinar-courses. 
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